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Moderato

June night, moon is softly gleaming, smiling
My Love, don't you hear me crooning, crooning

Vamp

down on you and me,
Spoonlight starts fond love dreaming, on the Bay of Harmony

love's sweet melody;
I love, thoughts of honey mooning, on the Bay of Harmony
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Wild Flowers We Gathered

CHORUS

Wild flowers we gathered long, long ago,
Wild flowers you

Ask to have it played
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Listen, dear, you don't know what we're missing; honey can't you see,
Cuddle close, old Mister Moon discoverers, you love only me,

It's a lovely night for kissing, on the Bay of Harmony.
It's a lovely night for lovers, on the Bay of Harmony.

CHORUS Not fast
While we're floating along, we'll be singing a song on Harmony Bay.

Harmony Bay, while the moon shines above, we can spoon and make love, on

A NEW LOVE BALLAD BY THE COMPOSER OF "HARMONY BAY"

All That I Wanted Was You

CHORUS Slowly with expression

All that I wanted was you, dear, to guard and to guide me
Very Sentimental and Melodious
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Harmony Bay, on Harmony Bay, While we're drifting the stream, life will seem like a dream, So merry and gay, so merry and gay, In the evening by the moon-light, On that wonderful, beautiful, dreamy, Harmony a tempo

Bay.

BY THE COMPOSER OF "IN THE GARDEN OF MY HEART"
You Planted A Rose
In The Garden Of Love
CHORUS With much feeling

By Callahan and Ball

You planted a rose in the garden of love, A rose that my
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